Emeritus Professorship to Ahmet Alkan

We celebrated the Emeritus professorship of FASS faculty member, Ahmet Alkan. Years of experience, hard work, classes, research projects, mentored students and immense service to the society. We proudly crowned this exemplary career with a “comma” at the Emeritus Ceremony.

Meltem Muftuler-Bac organized FP7 Maxcap Conferences

On 20-24 April 2015, Meltem Muftuler-Bac, as MAXCAP partner organized the Midterm Conference and Young Researchers Workshop at Sabanci University. The MAXCAP Midterm Conference brought together the initial results of the extensive research the involved institutions had so far conducted.

An exhibition where paths cross: “Bulusma... Reunion”

"Bulusma...Reunion” brings together the works produced by the young artists whose paths, at some point in their lives, crossed with the Sabanci University Visual Arts and Visual Communication Design Program and who now work as professional artists, for the first time.

News / Events

- Erdag Aksel is participating in the Collateral Exhibition
- Ozge Kemahligolu - BAGEB Award Ceremony
- Right to Milan...
- Ozgur Proje Certificate Ceremony

Student / Alumni News

- An Interdisciplinary Artwork: BREATHING WALL (BRALL)
- VACD MA Student Eren Sulamaci's Exhibition Participation
- VA’15 Graduation Exhibition
- From Sketch to Painting 2015
- Meltem Isik’s (MA ’11) second solo exhibition "Suspicious Affinities"
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